We discuss two dimensional string theories containing gauge fields, introduced either via coupling to open strings, in which case we get a Born-Infeld type action, or via heterotic compactification. The solutions of the modified background field equations are charged black holes which exhibit interesting space time geometries.
Introduction
Recently, black hole solutions to two-dimensional string theory have attracted much interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The black hole discussed so far is a solution of the bosonic closed string theory on the sphere, and it is neutral. It is interesting to ask what happens to the black hole in string theories which include a gauge field, permitting it to have a charge. It is also interesting to ask how loop corrections to the string theory modify the conformally invariant tree level solutions. Both of these modifications appear naturally in the open string case, since the gauge field couples to gravity through loop effects [7, 8] . Therefore we compute the corrections to the black hole solution which come from adding holes and crosscaps to the closed string worldsheet and coupling a gauge field to the boundary. As in [7, 8] , we work in the approximation of a slowly-varying electromagnetic field, and the effective action for the gauge field is then of the Born-Infeld type. We solve the beta functions of the two dimensional string theory that are valid at the leading order in α ′ , and find a charged black hole solution. For completeness and comparison we also discuss a two dimensional heterotic string solution, which also gives rise to a charged black hole. Of course in this case the gauge field comes in at the tree level. However the black hole solution is of the same general type as those obtained from loop corrections. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the black hole solution of two dimensional string theory, and show how it is modified in the presence of generic loop corrections. In section 3 we derive the specific modification to the string tree level equation of motion that arise from coupling gauge fields to open strings. As in the critical string, these modifications can be derived by standard background field calcutions, but they can really be understood only if one interpret them as loop corrections. Therefore, in section 4, as in ref. [9] , we actually perform a loop calculation by building the boundary operator for holes and crosscaps, and requiring the BRST anomaly of the tree level state to cancel against that of the boundary operator. This calculation is similar to that of ref. [9] , but somehow more subtle since we are in two dimensions. The results are the same as those from background field calculations. In section 5, we find an exact solution for the Born-Infeld black hole. In section 6 we discuss and solve the heterotic theory. In section 7, we discuss the geometric interpretation of these black holes. In some cases, the solutions look very similar to Reissner-Nordstrom black holes, although the parameters in the solution often have a different interpretation. For example, the role of the charge in the Reissner-Nordstrom solution may be played by the cosmological constant instead. For some ranges of parameters, the charged black hole for the open string bears no resemblance to the Reissner-Nordstrom form, and one finds that the Penrose diagram tiles the plane with black holes. Finally, in section 8, we derive the masses and charges in the various cases.
The black hole solution
In ref. [1] it was proved that the black hole is a solution of an exact conformal field theory, namely the WZW model with gauge group SL(2, R)/U(1). However a black hole solution can be derived also by solving the two-dimensional beta function equations for the graviton-dilaton system at the leading order in α ′ , as in ref. [2] .
To the leading order in α ′ , the beta functions of the closed bosonic string in D dimensions are [10] β G µν = R µν + 2∇ µ ∇ ν Φ = 0 (2.1)
where c = 2(D − 26)/3α ′ . We are assuming here that the tachyon field is zero, and drop it from the equations. Our curvature conventions follow ref. [11] , as in ref. [10] .
We look for a metric of the form
where t is a timelike coordinate and r is spacelike, and assume that Φ(r) is static.
Then the graviton beta functions become (2.5) and the dilaton beta function becomes 6) where primes denote derivatives with respect to r. Also, β G tr = 0 identically.
Together, (2.4) and (2.5) imply that Φ ′′ = 0, so the dilaton background takes the form
Then a linear combination of (2.4) and (2.6) gives m is proportional to the mass, as described in sect. 8.
String loops can modify the beta functions [12, 13] . To zeroth order in derivatives of the fields, the effect is simply to add a cosmological constant term
to the effective action, weighted by the dilaton factor appropriate for n handles [13, 8] . From these corrections to the effective action, we can infer corrections to the beta functions. Specifically, (2.1) and (2.2) take the form 10) where n is chosen to represent the leading nonvanishing loop correction.
Then the r.h.s. of (2.8) becomes Λe 2nΦ0 e −nQr , and the generic solution is
where
e 2nΦ0 for n = 1,
12)
The most general loop-generated dilaton potential is a linear combination of the terms on the r.h.s. of eq. (2.10), and the black hole metric includes a sum over the b n terms in eqs. (2.11) -(2.12). It is interesting to point out that (2.11) implies that in the presence of loop corrections flat space is no longer allowed as a solution.
We will show that open strings obey nonlinear Born-Infeld electrodynamics.
For hole and crosscap-type corrections [9, 14] in the absence of a gauge field, it will turn out that n = 1/2 in the above formulas. Open strings with a weak electric charge but no cosmological constant will have n = 3/2.
Heterotic strings have charged solutions with an electromagnetic field which will mimic loop corrections with n = 2, so they also fit into this general class of corrections to the black hole. The first closed string loop corrections (torus-level)
will have n = 1. Although this case is very interesting, since closed string loop corrections appear in every string theory, we will not discuss it here any further, except in section 8 when we compute masses.
Open strings in two dimensions
The original means of introducing a gauge field into string theory was to couple it to charges on the ends of an open string [15] . In this section, we will derive the open string beta functions for the D = 2 string, and use them to find the equations which must be satisfied by a black hole coupled to an abelian gauge field.
We first consider the simplest case, that of a U(1) electromagnetic field. The combined open and closed string worldsheet action is[8]
where T and Θ are respectively the closed and open string "tachyons. " The bare tachyon couplings include factors of a worldsheet cutoff ǫ with dimensions of length [16] . The gauge field A µ has been rescaled by a factor of 2πα ′ , so that F µν is dimensionless. The term containing the extrinsic worldsheet curvature k is needed to complete the coupling of the dilaton to the Euler density.
Demanding conformal invariance of the worldsheet action (3.1) requires two new beta functions, β A µ and β Θ , to vanish. This implies new equations of motion, which to lowest order in derivatives of the gauge fields are given by
Up to Θ-dependent terms in eq. 
to the effective action, where κ is a positive open-string coupling constant with dimensions of inverse length-squared. ⋆ The gauge-field part of eq. (3.4) is the Born-Infeld action for non-linear electrodynamics [17, 7] . The presence of boundary fields in (3.1) does not affect [7, 8] the beta functions (2.1) and (2.2), so that the closed string tree-level effective action [10, 18] remains
Like the tachyon contributions to the graviton and dilaton beta functions [16] , the Θ terms in β A require a sum over all loop orders in the sigma model. We will not pursue this here, but simply note that eqs. (3.2) -(3.4) can be expected to receive higher-order corrections in Θ, just as the closed string action contains nontrivial higher-order tachyon interactions. The tachyons in the effective action are renormalized with respect to the bare tachyon backgrounds in the worldsheet action [16] .
As in the closed string case, we will consider a linear dilaton background of the form (2.7). Then the field redefinitions T = e Φ T , Θ = e Φ/2 Θ remove the negative mass-terms from the tachyon equations of motion, showing that both "tachyons"
are actually massless when D = 2, in agreement with the expected spectrum [19] .
The massless open and closed string tachyons are the physical degrees of freedom of the D = 2 open string. The metric, dilaton, and gauge field are non-dynamical backgrounds. We will look for black hole solutions without tachyon backgrounds, and drop T and Θ in the following.
The total space-time effective action associated with (3.1) is obtained [8] by adding (3.4) to (3.5) . Then the equation of motion derived from total action are
⋆ If κ were negative, the gauge field would couple to gravity with the wrong sign. This is a consequence of our curvature conventions, which follow refs. [11, 10] .
The above results are based on background field calculations. They rely on an expansion in derivatives of the fields, whose momenta are therefore supposed to be small. However, due to the linear dilaton background, and the fact that in two dimensions, the backgrounds are massive in the worldsheet sense (except the tachyon), such an expansion might be unjustified. In the next section we will
show that the corrections to the beta functions inferred from putting together the effective actions (3.4) and (3.5) can be interpreted as loop-corrections due to the the effect of small holes and crosscaps in the worldsheet. This loop calculation is of interest of its own merits, since it involves massive modes of the string, and is a nice check of the results of background field calculations.
Loop corrections from the boundary operator
The basic ideas and methods of our derivation in this section are the same as in the critical case [8, 12, 13, 9, 14] , but with modifications due mostly to the linear dilaton background. Namely, we impose the BRST invariance of the closed string field state and get the string tree level equations of motion (2.1) and (2.2), as in [20] . Then we represent the insertion of a hole in the worldsheet via a boundary operator [9, 14] , and require the BRST invariance of the sum of both the closed string tree-level state and the boundary operator. This will give the loop corrected equations as in [8, 9, 21] In this calculation, we will use a weak field expansion for the closed string backgrounds. We first derive the tree level beta function starting with the string
where |iQ/2 = e −Q·x/2 |0 is the proper Liouville gravitational dressing factor for D = 2 strings [22] . The fields h µν and φ are perturbations around the background graviton and dilaton, and the hats are a reminder that they are related to those in the sigma model lagrangian by a field redefinition, yet to be determined. The c 1 c 1 e −Q·x/2 factor in (4.1) is what converts the SL 2 (R) vacuum |0 to a puncture vacuum, appropriate for attaching a fixed vertex [9, 14, 22] .
Before discussing the BRST invariance conditions, it is useful to write the mode expansion of the coordinates X µ . The closed string coordinates may be expanded
The linear dilaton background makes the definition of P µ somehow subtle. The operator X µ is hermitian, so P µ must be hermitian as well. If |0 is the ordinary SL 2 (R) vacuum and |p ≡ e ip·X(0) |0 , then the linear dilaton background implies [24, 23] that there is a background momentum: p + iQ|p = 1. Consequently the momentum in eq. (4.2) must be shifted by half the background charge, so that
The Virasoro generators are now
and the BRST charge is
Here, α µ 0 = α ′ /2P µ . The additional Q-dependent terms are from the contribution of the linear dilaton background to the stress tensor. Such terms were originally found for Liouville theory in ref. [25] . These terms are analogous to ones appearing for bosonized ghosts, for the same reason [26, 23] . The ghost part is unchanged from the critical case, and the right-movers are defined analogously.
Applying the techniques of ref. [9] with the modified Virasoro operators, we find
The BRST gauge conditions coming from L ±1 terms in Q BRST are
where parentheses and backets around the indices denote symmetrization and antisymmetrization, respectively. These equations need to be compared with the linearized version of (2.1) and (2.2). To this purpose, as in [9] , we will use a weak-field expansion
with Q µ = Qδ µr as in (2.7). Substituting (4.8) into the beta functions (2.1) and (2.2), we find
Fixing the gauge J µ = 0 and making the field redefinitions
reproduces eq. (4.6), while the gauge condition J µ = 0 turns into (4.7). Note that φ is a linear combination of the dilaton vertex and trace of the graviton [20, 9] , and the e Φ0−Φ scaling is the same as for the tachyon. This scaling is associated with the Euler characteristic of a puncture.
Although we have not discussed the antisymmetric tensor before, we may note that the gauge condition (4.7) on the antisymmetric part of h µν implies that the antisymmetric part of eq. (4.6) is identically zero (remember
, so that at the tree level the antisymmetric tensor beta function vanishes identically. This has important consequences, which we will come back to.
We now compute the loop corrections. The boundary state that describes the insertion of a hole on the worldsheet with abelian gauge field attached is [8, 9, 21 ]
since |iQ/2 satisfies the zero-mode condition P µ = 0. The presence of a background momentum makes this reminiscent of the boundary states for bosonized ghosts [9] and superghosts [27] . The ghost boundary state is the same as in the critical case [9] . The open string coupling constant λ will be proportional to κ in (3.4).
The state |B is attached to a worldsheet via a cylinder. We need to integrate over the modulus (length) τ of the attached cylinder, which has the effect of multiplying |B by a closed string propagator, and also need to insert the required ghost zero-modes (which eventually will combine with those in (4.13) to reproduce the appropriate vacuum [9] ). Therefore the complete state for inserting a boundary in the worldsheet is[9]
We need to remember [9] that the state |B itself is BRST-invariant by virtue of its boundary conditions, and that
Therefore commuting (Q + Q) BRST past the ghost insertion in (4.14), produces an inverse propagator, which cancels the propagator in (4.14). This cancellation presents no problem for the massive modes, and for them the correction to the tree level equations (4.6) can be read directly from the boundary operator, and no divergence calculation is involved. (This is not too striking. In the BRST approach we derived directly (4.6) without computing any divergence, while in the sigma model approach the same equations emerged from a beta function calculation).
However the cancellation is more problematic for the massless modes, since in this case one gets a zero over zero ambiguity which can be dealt with by some regularization procedure, for instance giving the boundary state an off-shell momentum as in [21] .
Therefore, requiring as in critical case [9] that the sum of (4.1) and (4.14) be BRST-invariant one gets here for the massless tachyon
including the F -dependence. This is completely analogous to the derivation of the loop corrections for massless modes in the critical string.
Similarly one derives for the massive modes the loop corrected equations 
to the effective lagrangian, whose variational equation cancels the r.h.s. of (4.16).
A remark is in order here. On the r.h.s. of (4.17), we have symmetrized the matrix η−F η+F µν which comes from the boundary state. Its antisymmetric part may be considered to be the correction to the equation for the antisymmetric tensor field B µν . However, as noted earlier, since its field strength H λµν vanishes identically in D = 2, the closed string tree-level equations are independent of B µν .
Therefore the antisymmetric part of the boundary corrections must vanish too, which can happen only if F = 0.
The same conclusion can be reached also in the approach of section 3. Indeed in the presence of a boundary, the antisymmetric tensor enters the beta functions and effective action via the substitution F µν → F µν + B µν everywhere [8] . Varying the action with respect to B µν gives the antisymmetric tensor beta function, which turns out to imply F + B = 0. Therefore, the gauge field can be gauged away.
This problem can be solved by considering a nonabelian gauge group instead, and choosing a background in an abelian subgroup. Orientable open strings can couple to U(N), while unorientable ones can couple to SO(N) or Sp(N), where in the latter case, N is even [28] . In the unorientable case, the antisymmetric tensor is simply absent. In the orientable case, it will eat a U(1) factor by the process described above, leaving behind an SU(N) group and no antisymmetric tensor.
In the case of nonorientable strings, one needs to take in account also the crosscap contribution which appears at the same order in the loop expansion as the boundary state. The insertion of a cross-cap on the world-sheet can be represented by the operator [9, 14] 
which will also contribute to (4.17).
If one takes the background field in an abelian subgroup, the final form of the effective action is indeed (omitting the tachyon)
where D = 2 for our purposes, and η = 0, −1, or 1 when the group is SU(N), SO(N) or Sp(N), respectively. The trace is over the group indices, which are suppressed, and the term proportional to 2 D/2 comes from including from the crosscap contribution.
It is useful to choose a particular abelian subgroup, so that we can evaluate the trace in (4.20). We will take the background to be in an abelian subgroup with a single generator λ a . The group elements are represented by N × N matrices, and we normalize the generators by Tr λ a λ b = 2δ ab . The generator λ a of the abelian subgroup can be chosen so that
Using (4.21) and the fact that det(G + F ) is even in F (since F is antisymmetric)
we rewrite the open string part of the action as
The equations of motion derived by adding (4.22) to(3.5) are now .10) shows that the open string contributes a cosmological constant Λ = −κ(N + 2η), which vanishes when the gauge group is SO(2). We will solve (4.23) in sect. 5.
Open string Born-Infeld black holes
We will now search for a charged black hole solution to the background field equations (4.23) for the open SU(N), SO(N), or Sp(N) string, with an abelian background F µν . In two dimensions, the field strength has just one independent
Note that β A t vanishes identically.
Rewriting the beta functions (4.23) using the metric (2.3) gives the equations
for the metric and dilaton background. The graviton beta functions again imply that that Φ ′′ = 0, so the ansatz (2.7) is still appropriate. The equations to solve
The solution to (5.3) must be positive and vanish at infinity. A family of solutions is
Substituting this into (5.4) gives
where κ = κe Φ0 . Integrating (5.6) and using Q 2 = −c gives
The curvature is then
This has a singularity at r = −∞, which is where the usual curvature singularity occurs. Event horizons occur when g(r) = 0. In general there will be more than one, as for the usual charged black hole.
To first order in q 2 , the black hole (3.4) corresponds to a solution coupled to ordinary linear electrodynamics with a cosmological constant,
When q = 0, the pure cosmological constant correction is present, and has the form (2.11) with n = 1/2. The cosmological constant Λ = −κ(N + 2η) may be cancelled by coupling nonorientable strings to SO(2), as noted in the previous section.
The U(1) string has no gauge field, due to the fact that the antisymmetric tensor B µν acts as a Lagrange multiplier. However, it still has a cosmological constant, which the action (3.4) shows to be Λ = −κ. In that case, the modified black hole metric is of the form (2.11) for n = 1/2, specifically,
6. Black holes in two dimensional heterotic string theory
Heterotic strings provide an alternative way to couple a gauge field to string theory. In this section, we find solutions of the form of a two dimensional charged black hole to a string theory heterotically compactified to two dimensions. In the two non compact space-time dimensions the left-moving sector will be taken to be bosonic, and the right-moving sector supersymmetric, so that the heterotic sigma model coupling the string to the bosonic backgrounds of interest is[10]
Where J a is the current of the internal gauge group, whose nature will be discussed shortly. Above we have used superfield notations for the fields in the right sector and the world-sheet conformal gauge γ ab = e 2σ δ ab . We will assume that the background A µ takes values in an abelian subgroup of the full gauge group, as in the open string case.
The metric, dilaton, and gauge field beta functions at string tree level and to the leading order in α ′ are given by [10] 
These beta functions can all be derived from the effective action
Unlike the heterotic string in critical dimensions, the central charge c will be nonzero here, which is crucial for the existence of two dimensional black hole solutions, as in the bosonic case. The actual value of c may differ from the bosonic case, and will be given later. It is the only way in which (6.3) depends on the specific details of the heterotic string construction. The antisymmetric tensor background contributes only through its field strength H λµν , which vanishes in two dimensions, so it has been omitted.
We look for a metric of the form (2.3) and a dilaton background (2.7). The requirement that the beta functions vanish then reduces to
where we have written F tr = −F rt = f . The second equation can be easily solved by f (r) = √ 2Qqe −Qr . Then the first equation becomes
This is a special case of the equations considered in sect. 2 with solution
As usual, asymptotic flatness requires c = −Q 2 . Notice that (6.5) tells that a combination of the gauge field and the dilaton field is a constant. This seems to be a general feature of these two dimensional models, and a similar relation holds We need to describe the gauge group and internal space which gives rise to a heterotic theory of the type described above. Heterotic string compactifications with a linear dilaton background and tree level cosmological constant have been constructed in [29] , but in four non-compact dimensions. Non-critical superstrings have also been discussed in [30, 31] . Our construction differs in that we choose a GSO projection which allows the tachyon to be present. For two non-compact dimensions this mode turns out to be massless, as in the bosonic string, and poses no problem.
Requiring that the total central charge of the left (right) ghost, non-compact space-time, dilaton background and internal field theories vanish yields the condi- Our construction could be interpreted as a heterotic construction with a two dimensional superstring on the right and a 14-dimensional bosonic string on the left compactified down to two dimensions and giving rise to a rank 12 group. Here we take the internal theory on the left to consist of an E 8 × SO(8) or SO (24) current algebra.
To be consistent at loop level, the appropriately GSO projected theory must be modular invariant. The approach we follow is to start with a left-right symmetric superstring theory with worldsheet fermions on the left and right, that is modular invariant. Then, by using Gepner's construction [32] , we will then obtain a modular invariant heterotic theory with the left worldsheet fermions replaced by the fermionic representation of a group current algebra.
We imitate the construction of refs. [33, 34] , where new types of ten dimensional superstring theories were found by imposing a new GSO projection which projects out the spin 3 2 gravitino. Our theory will not be supersymmetric and will contain a tachyon, but in D = 2 that state will turn out to be massless. We begin as in refs. [33, 34] , by choosing a modular invariant set of boundary conditions in σ and τ which consists of summing over the same boundary conditions for left and right movers. Namely, we project the (NS,NS) sector onto states with (−) 
where M 2 , M 2 are the right and left (mass) 2 operators.
Performing the traces in d = D − 2 transverse dimensions, we obtain the modular invariant partition function
(6.10)
Now one can obtain a heterotic construction from the above theory following [32] . The point is that the above expressions θ 
Note that the overall minus sign for the (R, R) sector indicates that this is the fermionic portion of the partition function. Performing the traces in eq. (6.11), the partition function becomes
and is modular invariant. Again the GSO projection amounts taking an extra minus sign for (−1) F in the NS sector of the fermionic formulation of SO(24 + d). The first two theta functions give the bosonic partition function, and the last one is the fermionic partition function.
It can be shown quite generally using the transformation laws of ref. [32] that αB v + βB s + γB s is a modular invariant combination of the characters of SO (24) whenever α + β + γ = 0. Our construction picks out precisely the combination 2B v − B s − B s . The same combination of characters of SO (8) times the singlet of E 8 yields a modular invariant partition function associated with the gauge group
We will now describe the low-lying states of the SO(24) heterotic theory just constructed. The only physical particle is a massless "tachyon" transforming under the fundamental representation of SO (24) . The vertex operator for this state is e −φ(z) ψ I (z)e −Q·X/2 , where φ is the bosonized superghost and iψ I ψ J yeilds the fermionic realization of the current algebra of SO (24) 
Black hole geometry
The usual charged black hole metric is
The asymptotic flat region is at r = ∞, and the curvature singularity at r = 0.
The Reissner-Nordstrom (R-N) geometry corresponds to the case where the two roots r ± = m ± m 2 − q 2 are both positive. The cases with m < 0 (both roots are negative), or the case m 2 − q 2 < 0 correspond to a naked singularity, since the singularity at r − 0 is not protected by an horizon. The case r − < 0 < r + < ∞ is not usually considered since it would correspond to imaginary q. This would however be a Schwarzshild type of black hole, since one of the horizons is behind the singularity and does not matter anymore.
We first discuss the space-time interpretation of the metric obtained in the heterotic case,
The asymptotic flat region is r = +∞ (since Q is positive), and the curvature singularity is at r = −∞ (since R = −g ′′ ). If we define y = e −Qr , the curvature singularity is at y = ∞, the asymptotic flat region is at y = 0, and there are two apparent singularities at y 1,2 = q −2 (m ± m 2 − q 2 ). We study the case where the two roots are distinct y 2 > y 1 > 0 ( We are assuming m > 0, and q real. In the case m < 0, one gets two negative roots, and a naked singularity as in (7.1). Finally, the case when one root is positive and the other is negative is of the Schwarzshild type, since one of the apparent singularities is behind the asymptotic flat region.)
In the y variable the metric reads
Along the lines of ref. [35] , this metric can be put in conformal form
by the transformation
The a i 's are fixed by the partial fraction decomposition
with a
, and a 0 + a 1 + a 2 = 0. Notice thata 0 > 0, a 1 < 0, a 2 > 0. The metric (7.3) can be put in the null form of the Kruskal-Szekeres variables by introducing
where γ 1,2 = Qq 2 (2a 1,2 ) −1 . This choice of γ 1,2 eliminates the apparent singularity at y = y 1,2 . The null coordinates satisfy the relations
The Penrose diagram can be built by introducing the coordinates ψ and ξ defined by u = tan 
The U(1) string has b = κ/c, while the q = 0 limit of the nonabelian open string has b = κ c (N + 2η). In terms of the variable y = e −Qr/2 the two apparent singularities For the general charged open string black hole, certain ranges of parameters can lead to more interesting solutions. In this case, using the order q 2 solution (5.9), the metric is 10) with q = 2 κ 1/2 q/Q. In terms of the variable y = e −Qr/2 the coefficient of the metric is cubic, and therefore the metric has three apparent singularities at the three roots y 1 , y 2 and y 3 , which satisfy
The geometry is simplest when b = 0, as for the SO (2) When the three real roots are all distinct and positive, 0 < y 1 < y 2 < y 3 < ∞, the equivalent of (7.5) is r * = a 0 log y + a 1 log(y − y 1 ) + a 2 log(y − y 2 ) + a 3 log(y − y 3 ) (7.12) where the a i coefficients are defined by the partial fraction decomposition
with a 0 = −(y 1 y 2 y 3 ) −1 , etc. and a 0 + a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = 0.
The transformation (7.12) allows to write the metric in the conformal form, and the equivalent of (7.7) puts it in a null form. This time we need to choose three γ i 's, each to eliminate an apparent singularity.
γi(r * −t) (7.14) where
To understand the geometry of each patch, the relations 
General charge and mass formulas
The computation of the charges is a straightforward application of Gauss's law.
First, consider the heterotic string effective action (6.3). Adding a source − d 2 x √ −GJ µ A µ to the action (6.3), shows that the conserved current density is
Charge is the integral of J t over r, which is just the value at r → ∞ of e −2Φ F tr .
This quantity is independent of r by the equations of motion. Then the charge of the black hole is
using the solution of (6.5) together with Q = The Born-Infeld case proceeds similarly. In this case, A µ was rescaled by a power of α ′ , giving it dimensions of length, so the appropriate current coupling is
Then the current derived from (4.20) is
where the r.h.s. of (8.3) is connected to (3.2) via Bianchi identities as in [7] . The quantity in brackets is constant for a solution to the equations of motion, and gives the physical charge
of the black hole, where λ is the dimensionless parameter defining the normalization of the one-loop partition function in (A.1) of the appendix.
We now discuss the masses. In general relativity the mass is determined from the asymptotic behaviour of the gravitational field. Any gauge field or loop induced cosmological constant that might be present could change the mass via its contribution to the behaviour of the gravitational field at infinity. In ref. [1] , the mass of the black hole was computed using the standard ADM prescription, namely by perturbing the black hole solution around asymptotically flat space with a linear dilaton. We could follow the ADM procedure as well. We would then find that in all the cases discussed in this paper the mass stays unchanged, and it is the same as in [1] . The reason is that the changes in the dilaton stress-energy tensor
coming from loop corrections, as in (2.10), are cancelled against the change in the metric, as in (2.11). However we will not follow the ADM derivation here, but choose to start from a quasi-local mass formula, an approach that might be of interest in its own merits. We will find of course the same results, and even the details of the calculation are practically the same. In any number of dimensions, it is actually possible to give a local definition of the energy density, provided one considers only spherically symmetric solutions [11] . The physical reason is that there are no gravitational S-waves, so one can unambiguously define the mass enclosed in a sphere, and construct a conserved matter stress-energy tensor. In D = 2, there are never any gravity waves. We can think of this as a degenerate spherical case, and look for a mass density function whose integral from −∞ to r gives the mass to the left of r. We will find a conserved vector, whose time component is the mass density, and show that its integral reproduces the ADM results. The main point is that in two dimensions one does not need to perturb about flat space-time in order to define a cunserved current.discussion. Indeed, taking inspiration from ref. [36] , one can define
Since R µν − 1 2 RG µν vanishes identically in two dimensions, the equations of motion imply T Φ µν + T m µν = 0, (we omit the tachyon or include it in T m µν ). Therefore (8.6) can be also written as
Starting from the definition (8.7) we show that in all the cases we examine in this paper S µ is a total derivative, S µ = ǫ µν ∂ ν ω with an appropriate ω, so that S µ is a conserved current.
We will first compute ω for the standard blackhole [1] . We find convenient to work in the target space conformal gauge G µν = gη µν so that our variables are t and r * , as in the previous section. Then the components of T φ µν (with no loop correction included so far) are 8) where the primes denote derivatives with respect to r * , i.e.
This implies that ∂ µ S µ = 0, so that S µ is a conserved current. The component S t represents the conserved mass density, and S r * measures its flow in non-static situations. In an asymptotically flat case with a linear dilaton background, S µ reduces to the linearized S µ defined in ref. [1] . Therefore it will reproduce the ADM mass result in that case, as we will check.
The idea of using the scalar field ω to define a local mass has been discussed extensively by Poisson and Israel [37] . For a static solution, S t defines a conserved mass M(r * ) = r * dr * S t (r * ). Therefore, up to an integration constant, M(r * ) = ω(r * ) defines the mass contained inside a distance r * . For a non-singular solution, the integration constant would be unambiguous [11] , and would correspond to taking the lower limit to −∞ in this integral. However, we are interested in a solution which is singular at that point, so we instead define the black hole mass to be M = ω(∞) − ω 0 (∞), where ω 0 is the mass function for "empty space,"
i.e. for parameters m = q = 0 in the black hole metric. In the absence of a cosmological constant, ω 0 = 0.
For the static solutions we have considered, M can be expressed as an integral over the matter stress tensor component T m tt , giving further evidence that this definition of the mass is physically what one would expect. Note that evaluating This shows that the mass is determined by the energy density of the matter source.
(The expression (8.11) is an alternative way to verify the normalization of S µ .)
Evaluating the mass formula (8.9) on the classical solution one can relate the parameter m of the black hole solution to the physical mass. The result is
This expression is in agreement with ref. [1] 's definition of the mass if we take 2m = 1. This agreement with the ADM result is a sign that our definition of the mass is physically reasonable.
Given the black hole mass one can now determine the black hole entropy, which is given by
Here β H is the inverse Hawking temperature of the two dimensional black hole and ln Z is the Euclidean action which can be shown to vanish for the ordinary closed string case. (This expression has also been obtained by [38] .)
As derived, the mass formula (8.9) valid only for the ordinary closed-string action (3.5). However, the same principles will apply in general. Other theories will have new contributions to the stress-energy tensor, which must be included in eq. (8.7), leading to a modified mass function ω. For example, the loop corrected effective action to the two dimensional closed string, including the cosmological constant term (2.9) for n = 1, yields a mass formula
(8.14) In the open string case, the loop-induced cosmological constant modifies the mass formula as follows: Finally, we turn to the mass formulas of the charged black holes. In the heterotic case we obtain
while the open string Born-Infeld action yields
In either case, evaluating these formulas gives the mass 2Qme −Φ0 but for the heterotic case Q = 
Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated more general black hole solutions to two dimensional string theory. The modifications have been obtained introducing gauge fields by coupling them to the boundary of open strings. We have shown how these corrections can be derived in the context of two dimensional strings by applying the techniques of boundary operators [9] and BRST invariance. Our results hold only in the leading order in α ′ . Since the completion of this work, some further analysis of the 2d open string has appeared [39] , which possibly leads to an exact treatment.
Another way to couple a gauge field to strings is to construct a heterotic string.
We found such a theory with an E 8 × SO (8) Study for its hospitality during the completion of this work.
Appendix. Open String Partition Function and Factorization
In this appendix, we check that the boundary state plays the usual role [9] This has a logarithmic divergence at a → 1 from the "tachyon" tadpole. In the presence of background fields, Z is multiplied by [8] det 
